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The object of this invention is to devise a novel 
construction and arrangement of an album leaf to 
facilitate the assembly and display of any de 
sired subject matter, and more particularly for 
the assembly and display, of commercial slogans, 
?rst day covers, stamps or other articles. 
A further object of the invention is to devise 

a novel album leaf having at opposite sides at 
marginal portions a retaining flap, and having 
tapes or their equivalents laced in a novel man 
ner through spaced openings in the album leaf. 
With the above and other objects in view as 

will hereinafter more clearly appear, my inven 
tion comprehends a novel album leaf. 

It further comprehends a novel albumen leaf 
having a marginal ?ap, a novel arrangement of 
spaced openings, and tapes cooperating in a novel 
manner with said openings so that subject matter 
can be retained in desired positions on opposite 
faces of the album leaf. 
Other novel features of construction and ad 

vantage will hereinafter clearly appear in the 
detailed description and the appended claims. 
For the purpose of illustrating the invention, 

I have shown in the accompanying drawing 
typical embodiments of it, which I have found 
in practice to give satisfactory and reliable re 
sults. It is, however, to be understood that these 
embodiments are typical only, and that the var 
ious instrumentalities of which the invention con 
sists can be variously arranged and organized, 
and the invention is not limited to the exact 
arrangement and organization of these instru 
mentalities as herein set forth. 

Figure 1 is a front plan view of an album leaf, 
embodying my invention. 
Figure 2 is a top plan view. 
Figure 3 is a perspective view of another em 

bodiment of the invention, showing more par 
ticularly a different form of tape receiving 
opening. 
Figure 4 is a perspective view on a much en 

larged scale and in section of a portion of a leaf, 
showing more particularly the manner in which 
tapes or strips are passed through their cooperat 
ing openings. 

Figure 5 is a top plan view of another embodi 
ment of a retaining ?ap. 

Similar numerals indicate corresponding parts. 
Referring to the drawing: 
I designates an album leaf, embodying my in 

vention. The leaf l is in the form of a sheet of 
vany desired material, and which would in many 
cases be of paper. 
The leaf I is provided with conventional open 
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ings 2. suitably spaced; to adapt the 'leavesto be 
assembled in a binder or cover. The leaf; 1 has 
transverse lines 3 arranged in sets with the sets 
spaced from each other to form spaces 4, to re 
ceive the articles to be displayed, for example a 
commercial slogan 5, a ?rst day cover 6, or 
postage stamps 1. 

In order to retain the displayed matter in posi 
tion, the right hand marginal portion or, if pre 
ferred, each vertical marginal portion, has a 
strip 8 secured to it in any desired manner, for 
example by suitable adhesive, so that it forms 
a ?exible ?ap 9 between which and the leaf one 
end of a commercial slogan, for example, is in 
serted. The strip 8 and its flap 9 are prefer 
ably transparent or translucent, but may be 
opaque, and I preferably use a Celluloid, “Cello 
phane,” or strip having similar characteristics. 
Each set of lines 3, as illustrated, consists of 

three parallel lines which de?ne the locations at 
which openings Ill, H and I2 are formed. These 
openings are arranged in sets of three each, each 
set being spaced laterally from each other in 
rows running from the top to the bottom of the 
leaf, so that laces such as strips, cords, ribbons, v 
or tapes l3 and I4 can be passed through certain 
of the openings 19, H and I2 of each set. 
The spacing of the strips l3 or It as well as the 
spacingof the sets of lines 3 will vary in accord 
ance with the area desired for the spaces 4. 
The openings I0, I land i2 may have any desired 
contour. In Figures 1 and 4, they are shown as 
rectangular slots, while in Figure 3, an oblong 
opening I5 is shown. The strips or tapes may 
have any desired contour in cross section, but 
would preferably conform to the contour of the 
openings through which they pass. These strips 
would preferably be transparent or translucent, 
but in some cases they may be opaque. I pref- - 
erably make the strips of “Cellophane” or simi 
lar transparent material. 
In Figures 1 and 2, I have shown the strips 8 

as being separate strips on opposite sides of the 
leaf, but in some cases, a single strip it can be 
folded upon itself and secured-to the opposite 
sides of the leaf to form flexible?aps H1 and [8. 
The strips l3 and I 4 are assembled with the 

leaf in a novel manner as shown in Figure 4. In 
the assembly of the front strip l3 with its leaf, 
the strip is passed from the front through‘ an 
opening I2 along the rear face and through an 
opening I I and therefrom along the front face of 
the leaf. In assembling the rear strip M with 
the leaf, it is passed from the rear face of the 
leaf through an opening H and then through 
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an opening H] to extend along the rear face of the 
leaf. The strips at their free end portions are 
?xed to the leaf in any desired manner, for ex 
ample by adhesive. 
The manner in which a collector assembles the 

articles with a leaf will be readily understood by 
reference to Figure 1. A commercial slogan is 
slipped beneath the strips l3 and one end moved 
beneath the flap 9. In a similar manner a ?rst 

' day cover 6 is inserted. Stamps 1 may be ar 
ranged in desired spaces 4 and: secured to the leaf 
by adhesive or other means, or they may be 
carried by any desired form of member which . 
latter is moved between the strips l3 and the 
front face of the leaf. 
My present invention can be economically 

manufactured, since the openings can be formed 
by a punching or cutting operation and the strips 
can be assembled by unskilled persons. ' 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent is: > ' " 
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1. An album leaf, comprising a sheet having 
in vertical alignment and in spaced relationship 
sets of openings, each set having three vertically 
aligned openings, a front lace passing through a 
bottom and an intermediate opening of a set, and 
a rear lace passing through an intermediate and 
a top opening of a set, said laces having their 
free ends ?xed to the sheet at the upper and 
lower portions thereof. 

2. An album leaf, comprising a sheet having 
in vertical alignment and in spaced relationship 
sets of openings, each set having three vertically 

. aligned openings, a front lace passing through 
a bottom and an intermediate opening of a set, 
and a rear lace passing through an intermediate 
and a top opening of a set, said laces having their 
free ends ?xed to the leaf at the upper and lower 
portions thereof, and ?aps at a side marginal 
portion of the front and rear faces of said sheet. 
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